
Air Vistara has created an air travel experience so
distinctive, it is a class apart.

Designed to make your flight a time to be alone
with yourself and with your thoughts, we’d like
you to think of it as your meditative space in the
skies.

Putting you completely at peace with yourself and
with the world.

There’s no quieter place
on earth.

Welcome to the
Air Vistara experience.

Your meditative space
in the skies.

Peace in the skies.

Air Vistara has created four distinctive classes
of air travel, to suit different traveller
requirements. 

Four classes of air travel, each thoughtfully designed 

Inspired by constellations that are named for
birds, each class of air travel brings with it
something exclusive and unique.



It is First Class travel redefined to create the
ultimate luxurious relaxation and meditative
space for you in the skies. With the finest
vintage wines, the choicest of teas, five-course
gourmet meals, luxurious cabins that allow you
to set your own ambient lighting and a
signature Vistara Cygnus Aromatherapy kit,
you are set for a journey in heaven. An
exclusive Vistara Cygnus Bar and Lounge on
board is an especially great place for mingling,
should you so desire. 

It signals new age executive travel for the
global elite. With luxurious seats configured
to offer privacy, while you’re working, reading
or resting, Vistaraquila is equipped with the
latest features for your tech gadgets on board.
Besides, a choice of fine wines and dining
choices as well as cooling eye masks and
relaxation music have been designed to offer
you peace in the skies.



It is bird of paradise economy travel  - like the
constellation that inspires it – and is designed
to offer you the best of both worlds.  Business
class comfort and economy class fares. You fly
in the comfort of ergonomically designed seats,
with ample leg and elbow room, as well as
enough storage space in the seat-backs, arm
rests and by the side of your seats. Relaxation is
in store in the form of relaxing drinks and fine
meals, ambient lighting as well as individual
light dimmers, cooling eye masks and relaxation
music. 

Inspired by constellation
Columba, which is named 
for the dove, this class of 
economy travel is like no other. 
It features ergonomic seats, 
ambient lighting, charging 
ports and stowage for your tech 
gadgets as well as personalised 
entertainment. Fine wines, 
choicest green teas, gourmet 
meals as well as cooling eye 
masks help to make your flight 
truly  comfortable and relaxing. 



Read more...

On Air Vistara, you don’t just experience peace 
in the skies, you get to take some of it home. By 
going on a star-earning spree, like never 
before.
 
Our frequent flier programme rewards you by 
allowing you to earn stars faster than with any 
other customer loyalty programme. 

On Vistarasphere, you earn stars and go on a 
journey through earth’s atmosphere, soaring to  
rarefied heights. Read more...

Watch this video titled Vistaric Vision
which captures the spirit of a flight on
Air Vistara.
 
Send us your Vistaric Vision story of a
truly dreamlike, insightful or revelatory
journey that you experienced on one of
our flights. We’d love to hear from you
and we might even feature it on our
website for fellow-travellers to enjoy.
To read about other travellers' Vistaric
Visions, read on...

Share your Vistaric Vision with us 

For destinations, flight details, Vistarasphere and flight bookings, please visit the

relevant sections on this website. We hope to see you on our flights soon.


